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PRESS RELEASE 
INVERO INVESTS IN SMARTFLYER 

A small team of experts is working with great enthusiasm and ambition on a revolutionary aviation project - smartflyer. The 

smartflyer AG is developing an electric aircraft with range extender for private aviation. It also fulfils the purpose of an emission-

free training of pilots. The project is supported by the "special financing of civil aviation" and is now receiving a further growth 

boost through the entry of Invero. 

A project with a future - Invero AG is also convinced of this. Invero was won as an investor for the long-term economic 

development of the company and the certification of the smartflyer. Invero attaches great importance to future-oriented 

investment products that generate sustainable added value for people and the environment. 

Gerhard Prammer, partner and co-founder of Invero, says: "It was not only the experienced team behind smartflyer that 

convinced me. Smartflyer clearly closes a gap in aviation and does so in a sustainable way. Commercial scheduled flights for 

distances up to 800 km will certainly be reduced in the future. smartflyer offers the optimal solution for this need." 

For smartflyer's CEO, Rolf Stuber, the participation of Invero is a strong commitment to the concept of the electric aircraft: "The 

modular energy storage system can be changed from a hybrid to a purely battery-powered propulsion system in just a few 

steps". 

With further pre-series aircraft, smartflyer will aim for type certification by 2028 and then build the aircraft in series production. 

 

About Invero AG 

Invero AG is a digital service provider for real assets with a focus on real estate and impact investments. "Next Generation 

Investing" is their brand promise. This message aims to fundamentally change the way of investing. On the one hand, the 

application of blockchain technology enables simple, efficient and secure investing. On the other hand, with its clear focus on 

sustainable investment products, Invero ensures a better future for capital investment, both from an economic and an 

ecological perspective. 

 

About smartflyer AG 

smartflyer is developing an electric aircraft in Selzach (Solothurn). The prototype is equipped with a range extender, which 

increases the range to 800 km. For short flights, the range extender can be replaced by additional batteries within 15 minutes, 

making it possible to fly completely emission-free. By 2028, the aircraft should be certified under European standards and built 

and sold in series. 

 

Contacts: 

smartflyer AG 

Industriestrasse 10 

2545 Selzach 

+41 78 77 66 356 

info@smartflyer.ch 

smartflyer.ch 

 

Rolf Stuber 

rolf.stuber@smartflyer.ch 

+41 78 77 66 356 

Invero AG 

Bahnhofplatz 1 

CH-6460 Altdorf 

+41 41 870 07 28 

info@invero.io 

invero.io 

 

Gerhard Prammer 

gprammer@invero.io 

+41 41 870 07 29 
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Carbon fibre fuselage of the smartflyer with drive unit in the vertical stabilizer 
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Gerhard Prammer of Invero together with CEO Rolf Stuber 
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Investor Gerhard Prammer (with book) and the smartflyer-Team 

 


